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INTRODUCTION

The UPWARD BOUND Program at Rutgers7The State University is

one of two hundred fourteen (214) UPWARD BOUND programs throughout

the United States and its possessions and one of the twenty one (21)

target programs randomly selected for intensive study (Hunt and

Hardt, 1967).

The national project was originally conceived in order to in-

crease the opportunities for college attendance among high school

youth from lower income families. Two principal criteria were to

be met in the selection of a student: he must meet the poverty

criterion established by the Office of Economic Opportunity, and

he should be a youngster with the potential to benefit from a novel

educational experience even though he may have performed poorly in

previous school work. The National UPWARD BOUND Guidelines states

that its purpose is to remedy poor preparation and motivation in

secondary school youngsters and to generate the skills and purpose-

fulness necessary for these students, from low income backgrounds,

to achieve success in a college environment.

How this above stated charge might be fulfilled is left to the

discretion of individual programs since no one "right way" is cur-

rently known or agreed upon. Therefore, in order to characterize

UPWARD BOUND students and to assess the impact of programs upon

them a variety of measures and instruments were used with target

programs. Although the range of measures used nationally is greater

than the purposes of any individual program it may still be useful

to describe how the students, in Rutgers Educational Action Programs

UPWARD BOUND (REAP-UB) at Rutgers-The State University, changed in

relation to each measure.
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-..._...parameters, and in some cases the variances of these measures,

for target programs together with national profiles of biographical

characteristics are reported in the studies of the Yough Develop-

ment Center* Syracuse University (Hunt and Hardt 1966, 1967).*

This report will, therefore, evaluate the impact of both the

Summer 1966-67 and the Academic Year Phase Program at Rutgers-The

State University on the attitudes, motivations and academic achieve-

ments of students enrolled in the year-round program.

In order to more clea2ly understand the students in REAP-UB,

biographical data on their family and educational background were

collected.

Selected Biographical Characteristics

The responses, based on the self reports of students, are

summarized for several characteristics.

The percentages reported for REAP-UB include all the students

in the program (N=136). Percentages for the National UPWARD BOUND

are based on a ten percent random sample of 18,530 UPWARD BOUND

students (N=1853) responding to a four page biographical question-

naire. The comparisons for typical U.S. High School students are

reported in Project Talent publications, University of Pittsburg,

The American Highagmalakelst and of a

G22122=.21.M.121

IRO

*The National characterization of UPWARD BOUND was conducted
by the Syracuse University Youth Development Center under a con-
tract with Educational Associates Inc., Washington, D. C., consult-
ants to the Office of Economic Opportunity.
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Educational

TABLE 1

mu lay Students Attend Yoyriligh.EgkuR

N REAP-UB % Nat. UB %
Less than 100 0 1
100 . 299 0 7
300 - 499 2 11
500 - 999 10 23
More than 1000 89 55

4.11111111.11.1111MIIMPOWISIMINON~MMIIIIIIIIINIM010.11.1111111MENIIINNE=ININIMIIIIIIMINPOMMINII AIMISMII111111,

TABLE 2

How MIBLIAMtlilallau SeriValY Consi42E111192a0.2091.29hool?

REAP-UB % Nat. UB %
Very often, 5 times

or more

Often, 3 or 4 times

Twice

Once

Never

6

5

3

10

76

3

3

3

10

81

Tables 1 and 2 indicate that REAP-UB students attend larger schools

and about twenty-five percent (25%) of them considered dropping out

of school. The actual drop-out rata for this group, as reported in

a later section, was four percent (4%).

TABLE 3

How Were Your Grades in School Last Year?

REAP-UB % Nat. UB %
23 38

45 43

31 18

Above Average

About Average

Below Average

OVNIMPMOINSM1MaW.MIMOMOMMONINMOMMMMIIM

The pattern in Table 3 reinforces the data, in the section on

Academic Achievement, that REAP-UB students are somewhat more

academically "risky" than typical UB students.
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TABLE 4

Family Size and Commlakr. Compared to a

adlomajlighSchool Sample

REAP-UB % Nat. UB % U.S. High Schools %Family size (counting
the student)
6-8 33 33 259 or more 10 20 5Mean family size 5.4 5.96 4.5Student lives with
Both Mother & Father 42 51 82Mother only 40 30 8

More UB students are part of large families (6 or more) than the
U.S. High School sample.

Although a greater. proportion of UB students are in families that
are not intact the average family size is larger. These data are
consistent with the larger family size of disadvantaged high schcl
youth (5.24) reported in The Calm Discovsy and Development
Pro ram of the City University of New York (January 1967).
Twice as many U.S. High School students live with both parents
than REAP-UB students. The potentially greater maternal influence
in the REAP-UB students family is indicated by five times as many
of them live only with their mother than the typical high school
student.

TABLE 5

School

Mother, ...by Your Father

REAP-UB % Nat. UB % U.S. High SchoolsFather's education
12 years 21 19 23More than 12 years
Total 32

11 12

iian
Mother's education

12 years 34 29 34More than 12 years 12 14 LITotal 7.6 43 57
4111111mr

OSA

The difference between parents' educational levels is not as
large at the twelfth grade level as it is beyond high school.
Although both parents of UB students have a lower level of edu-
cation than the typical high school student it is the father of
UB students who has a much lower level.



TABLE 6

Full Time Erploment of Fathers (or Stepfathers

and/or Mothers (or Stumothers1

Father works full time

Mother works full time

REAP-UB %
47

32

Nat. UB %
56

28

Fewer REAP-UB fathers work full time than typical UB students.

More REAP-UB mothers work full time than typical UB students.

TABLE 7

Parents and Best Friends Feelings About Students

Participation in Summer UPWARD BOUND

REAP-UB % Nat. UB %
Parents

Don't know 2 4
Unfavorable 3 4
Mixed feelings 5 5
Favorable 90 86

Best Friend
Don't know 6 15
Unfavorable 11 13
Mixed feelings 19 15
Favorable 64 57

Parents and friends of REAP-UB students have favorable attitudes

towards the Program with parents being much more positively enthu-

siastic than friends.

PRIMARY CHANGE MEASURES

Primary change measures of attitudes such as, (1) Self-esteem,

(2) Self-responsibilities, and (3) Alienation in addition to

measures of motivation for such goals as, (1) College, and

(2) Achievement, are expected to change if a program is effective.
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On each of the following measures three changes will be ana-

lyzed: (1) Summer Change which indicates the impact of the resi-

dential program on the Douglass Campus of Rutgers-The State Uni-

versity (2) Academic Year Change which indicates the impact of the

Follow-up Program during the period from the end of the Summer

Program through the Spring of the following year during which stu-

dents are back in their local secondary schools, and (3) Total

Change which covers the interim from June through spring of the

following year. (See Figure 1)

Motivation for College

This measure was derived from a Story Completion Test which

is an indirect measure of motivation for College (French 1958).

Agreement between raters on this instrument was 94%.

This index changed positively for all time periods (summer,

academic year and total). The increase for the Rutgers-The State

University UPWARD BOUND (REAP-UB) students was statistically sig-

nificant (4.01) for each period.

Although motivation for college increased significantly in

twenty of the twenty-one National Target UPWARD BOUND Programs

(Nat. UB) during the summer period, this increase was consistently

significant in all three time periods for only eleven of the

twenty-one programs.

The reasons for eventual decrease in approximately half of

the programs on this measure and several subsequent measures may

be related to the influence of students' returning to their local

high schools. This theme will be discussed further in a later

section.
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FIGURE 1

SCORES ON PRIMARY CHANGE MEASURES
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Importance of Collese_graduation

This measure was included as a direct measure of motivation

for college, while the preceding measure was an indirect index.

Because this factor of how a student views himself in relation to

his goal of college is a central purpose of UB it was measured both

directly and indirectly.

The student rated the importance of college graduation on a

five-point scale ranging from little importance (1 point) to ex-

tremely important (5 points).

This index for REAP-UB changed positively, though not signif-

icantly during the summer, decreased significantly (4.05) during
the academic year period and remained a negative change for the

total period although not significantly.

This local change reflected the change pattern in the National
UPWARD BOUND programs except that the total change for National

UPWARD BOUND was a significant decrease (.4:.05). Only one of the

twenty-one target programs that showed a significant increase dur-
ing the summer sustained it through the end of the academic year
period, and this program had the second lowest index on the measure

initially. Therefore, this pattern of decreasing scores may be due
to a regression from initially very high scores. (The means for

the target programs were 4.57 in June and 4.60 in August on a 5

point scale.)

Possibility of College

This measure was a direct measure of the likelihood of college

graduation, rated in a similar way to the preceding measure of

Importance of College.
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This index for both REAP-UB and National UPWARD BOUND in-

creased significantly (4..01) during the summer but decreased sig-

nificantly (<:.01) during the academic year. Although the changes

for the summer and academic year were both significant in opposite

directions the REAP-UB program mean at the end of academic year

was slightly higher though not significantly than at the beginning

of summer, whereas the National UPWARD BOUND total change showed a

significant decrease (401).

Once again a pattern is beginning to emerge indicating the

negative effects of returning to former homes and school on at-

titudes towards college. In over one half of the target programs
the positive effects of the summer programs were more than out-

weighted by the negative effects of the academic year period. Why
the negative effect did not operate as powerfully for REAP-UB and
other programs showing no total significant negative change, may
be due to the nature and activities of the academic year follow-up

programs and, has been recommended for further study.

Self-Evaluation of Intelligence

This measure was obtained through the student's rating of

"Myself" on the semantic differential evaluative index. The stu-
dent rated himself on the "dumb-smart" scale.

The mean score for self-rated intelligence of REAP-UB students

increased significantly (4:..01) during the summer period, regresses
slightly during the academic year period but still showed a pos-
itive change for the total period which was significant (4.05).
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The pattern of the National UPWARD BOUND programs was that of

the fifteen of twenty-one programs that showed a significant

(4:905) positive summer change only one continued in a positive

direction during the academic year. The negative change during

the academic year was sufficiently powerful so that the change for

the total period was significantly positive (4:.05) for only half
of the fifteen programs that made the initial gains.

Interpersonal Flexibilit-

This measure rated students' interpersonal understanding or
their capacity to look at others with different perspectives.

Students responded on a four point agreement-disagreement
scale to twenty-one statements, such as:

31) After you get to know people most of them fit into

a type.

35) I like finding out how the ideas and feelings of

others compared to mine no matter whether they

agree or disagree.

48) I divide people into those I like and those I do

not like.

32) The best way to understand a person is first to

put yourself in his shoes to see how he looks

at things.

High scores on interpersonal flexibility tended to represent

agreement on above items.#35 and #32 and disagreement with items
#31 and #48.
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This index for both REAP-UB and National UPWARD BOUND showed

a positive change during both the summer and academic year periods.

Although the academic year positive change for REAP-UB was not sig-

nificant (4.:.01) the summer change was. The effects of the summer

change was large enough to reflect a significant positive change

for the total period k<.01). For the summer period the REAP-UB

change was larger than for seventeen of the twenty-one National

UPWARD BOUND Programs. These data however, must be viewed in the

context that initially, during the pre-test at the beginning of

the summer, the mean of this measure was also higher than seventeen

of twenty-one programs. Thus, an initial selection-of-students

factor may be operating. This hunch is supported by an analysis

of National UPWARD BOUND Programs according to Conceptual Level

which is based on Interpersonal Maturity scores on a Paragraph

Completion test which is another dispositioned measure that will

be discussed in a later section. The analysis classifies REAP-UB

as a program with high Conceptual Level students.

Another question that was considered was, "Since REAP-UB is

the second largest of the National UPWARD BOUND Programs (range

of 20 to 168 students) does size increase the opportunities for

interaction and growth in interpersonal flexibility?" An inspec-

tion of programs by size and growth on this measure indicates no

causal relationship; that size alone cannot be said to account for

increased interpersonal flexibility,

Self-Esteem

This measure represented a student's estimation of his own

sense of adequacy.
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Responses are scored on a four-point agreement-disagreement

scale to such statements as:

4) I feel I do not have much to be proud of.

*16) All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.

14) I feel that I'm a person of worth; at least on an equal

plane with others.

21) On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

High scores on this measure are represented by a tendency to agree

with above items #14 and #21 and to disagree with items #4 and

#16.

The mean of REAP-UB program was initially higher than the

National UPWARD BOUND programs but the positive change pattern for

both was similar in that positive changes were significant (4..01)

for the summer and academic year periods and the total period as

well.

This measure together with the already reported measures of

Interpersonal Flexibility and Motivation for College showed con-

tinued positive growth during the academic year which was about as

great as that which occurred during the summer period. This rep-

resented an opposite pattern to those measures which decreased

during the academic year period when students returned to their

schools.

Internal Control

This measure reflected a student's self responsibility or

judgment of his control over the direction of his own experiences

(Rotter, 1966).

....-.1 ,-,,
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The student was asked to discriminate between each of thirteen
pairs of statements on the basis of which was closer to his per-
sonal beliefs, e.g.

5a) Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck

has little or nothing to do with it.

5b) Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the

right place at the right time.

7a) When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can

make them work.

7b) It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because

many things turn out to be a matter of good or bad

fortune anyhow.

High scores for Internal Control are reflected by choices 5a and
7a in the above pairs of statements.

The pattern of the direction of change was similar for both
REAP-UB and National UPWARD BOUND in that positive changes were
significant (<:.01) during the summer period and for the total
period and a decrease was indicated, although not a significant
one, for the academic year period.

REAP-UB program showed the third greatest positive change of
the twenty-one target National UPWARD BOUND programs during the

summer during which eighteen of the twenty-one programs changed
in a positive direction, although the change was significant for
only half of these. Approximately half of the 18 of 21 programs
showed a decrease during the academic year period. Thus, the
effects of students returning to their original high schools and
homes seems not to have an important enhancing nor depreciating
effect on this measure, that is the end-of-summer level was main-
tained for the academic year period with a negligible decrease.
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Future Orientation

The degree to which a student accepted his fate and did not

try to change it, or to delay immediate rewards for long-range

goals was measured by items on this scale (Strodtbeck, 1958).

Students responded to the following type statements on a four-

point agree-disagree scale.

7) The secret of happiness is not expecting too much out

of life and being content with what camas your way.

12) People should live for today and let tomorrow take

care of itself.

The pattern for both REAP-UB and National UPWARD BOUND was

similar. Although the means for all three time periods indicate

students tend to disagree with the above "fatalistic-view" state-

ments, they disagreed less at the end of the summer period and

more over the academic year period (4..01). REAP-UB students,

then, reflect the opinion that they are less inclined to postpone

immediate gratification for future rewards during the residential

summer program than they are in the setting of their own secondary

school.

One of the interpretations that these data might suggest re-

late to achievement motivation, that REAP-UB students during the

summer felt an urgency to achieve "now." This feeling may be re-

lated to a student's desire to pass a biology course he previously

failed without considering the relation of the course to his

future plans or even how the content of the course fits with

"modern" biology programs or this feeling may be related to his

summer teacher's attitude of encouraging him to express himself

Ity
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about immediate problems and then responding to these clues. To

what extent the immediacy of gratification is related to disposi-

tional student factors or to program climate is not now known.

Alienation

This measure was the state of ellomy in which a student per-

ceives himself. The student also characterized the attitudes of

persons towards himself and others insofar as caring, trusting

and depending on them. ufs.p scores on this measure may be said

to reflect a lack of faith in people and the structure of society

(Srole, 1956$ Rosenberg, 1965).

The following types of statements were coded for agreement

on a four-point scale.

1. Moat public officials are not really interested in

the problems of the average man.

20. If you don't watch ypurself, people will take

advantage of you.

"In contrast to all other measures, alienation as an index

of program effectiveness, was expected to decrease" (Hunt, 1966

p 9).

The decrease for REAP-UB during the summer period was the

second largest of the twenty-one Target UPWARD BOUND programs.

Whereas no significant changes were noted for the National UPWARD

BOUND programs in any of the time periods, the decrease for

REAP-UB was significant (4..01) for the summer and total period

although not for the academic year period.
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(In Figure 1 Alienation is scored as Non-Alienation. There-

fore, the scale interpretation should be inverted with an increase

being associated with program effectiveness.)

Summary for REAP-UB

At the end of the summer of the nine primary change measures,

eight showed a significant increase, six beyond .01 17 and two

beyond .05ar The exception was Future Orientation.

During the academic year period of the eight measures that

increased during the summer, five decreased: (1) Importance of

College Graduation (2) Possibility of College Graduation (3) Self-

Evaluation of Intelligence (4) Internal Control and (5) Non-

Alienation. The decrease was significant (4.01) for only measures

(1) and (2), and only CO showed a decrease below the original

beginning of the summer level.

PROGRAM CLIMATE

A Program Climate Questionnaire (PCQ) was administered to

students during the last week of the summer program. Students

were asked to state what they believed to be true about certain

characteristics of their program.

Arbitrary standards are not available nor may be appi.opriate

for judging the correct amount of a climate such as flexibility,

desirable in a program. Flexibility depends upon, among other

factors, the purposes of the individual program and the need of

the students for a flexible-structured program. Therefore, the

rating of the REAP-UB program qn each scale by its students will

be compared to twenty-one targ6t National UPWARD BOUND program

ratings by their own students.,
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Flexibility

High ratings in this category indicated that students felt

free to bring up gripes in student meeting and had a chance to

tell staff their impressions of the academic program. Not only

were students listened to but their recommendations often resulted

in implementation in program changes. Students felt free to ask

"why" about activities and the rationale of a program.

Students tended to rate a program low in flexibility if they

complained and nothing was done or if they have little opportunity

to set their own regulations.

The REAP-UB program as compared to other National UPWARD

BOUND programs was rated as markedly flexible (4.02).

Autonomy

On an autonomy-control scale students rated programs high if

they, (1) had a chance to select their own leaders, (2) were

treated more as adults than as "kids," (3) were encouraged to try

out things their own way and (4) were encouraged to offer sug-

gestions and advice about activities and procedures.

Low autonomy programs were characterized by such descrip-

tions as; "army campst" "strict," staff as "bosses," lots of

"checking up" on students, and waiting to be called on before

speaking in class.

REAP-UB received the highest rating by its students, greater

than any of the other twenty-one Target National UPWARD BOUND

programs, as rated by their own students, (significant <.001).

...
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Sensitivity_IgIndividuation

Students rated a program high on this measure when staff mem-

bers tried hard to find out what each student could do well, when

students could tailor classes and subjects to their own needs and

interests and when students were treated as individuals.

Low sensitivity reflected; (1) a lack of emphasis on develop-

ing students' personal values or a philosophy of life, (2) individ-

uality blurred into one large group, and (3) individual interests

and differences subjugated to staff expectancies. When everyone

was expected to do similar things was characteristic of low sensi-

tivity programs.

The REAP-UB program as compared to other National UPWARD

BOUND programs was judged to be extremely sensitive to individuals
(4..001) REAP-UB program ranked first of twenty-one programs on

this measure. More than any other measure on the PCQ, Sensitivity

to Individuation is rated by REAP-UB students as the outstanding

characteristic of their UB program.

Acceptance and Warmth

Teachers, teacher assistants and other staff members were

rated high on this measure if they,

1. Were easy to talk to vs. being hard and cold.

2. Spent a lot of time out of class chatting with students

vs. not having much to do with students and not knowing

their names.

3. Were available for whatever students wanted to discuss vs.

treating student as if they were "in the way."

4. Accepted students as having individual integrity vs.

having to call teacher "Mr." or "Sir."
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Although the REAP-UB program ranked fifth highest of the

twenty-one National UPWARD BOUND programs on this measure the

difference ( .07) was not significant beyond 4.01.0.

Student Evaluation

Students were asked to state their opinion in response to

nine questions regarding the general nature of their program.

The questions referred to the quality of teacher aids; the strict-

ness of discipline; teaching effectiveness of teachers, and gen-

eral helpfulness of their program.

Although the mean for REAP-UB was higher than the typical

Target Program it was not significant ( ...09) (see Table 8).

In noting student preferences for activities in their program

that were most helpful in achieving their goals, students dis-

covered that the informal aspects of their program such as field

trips, bull sessions with other students or staff, had greater

benefits than they had originally anticipated.

Promotion of Positive Self-Concept

Supportiveness for this measure was identified when staff

members showed that they were proud when students did a good job,

paid more attention to students' good points rather than to their

faults and went out of their way to make students feel that they

really counted and had worthwhile ideas.

Lack of supportiveness by the staff was characterized by a

more than normal amount of censoring, criticizing, nagging, dis-

approving and impatience.
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Of the twenty-one programs REAPUB ranked third. The notable

degree of Promotion of Positive Self-Concept as compared to other

programs was significant (4.001).

Staff Harmony

Students rated how well they thought teachers "got along"

with ..each other and the teaching assistants and the extent to

which the staff worked together as a team.

The REAP-UB program was ranked at the median of the twenty-

one programs. Differences from the mean using a two tailed test

showed no significant differences between staff harmony at REAP-UB

and 'National UPWARD BOUND programs. In comparison to the other

measures on the PCQ Staff Harmony was ranked last by REAP-UB

students.

Group Harmony

The .degree of harmony or conflict among the students in their

program...was-rated.

Harmony-was incticated by such behaviors as, little rivalry

and conflict between. different racial and national groups and stu-
dents pitching.. in to' help each other out.

- __Conflict was seen as. students behaving as "hoods," unfriendly,

bickering, quarreling and kids from different high schools not get-
ting along very well with each other.

The Group Harmony in the REAP-UB program was strikingly above

average and was significantly different (. .002) from the typical

National UPWARD BOUND program (see Table 8).

7100.01
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Summary

Students rated their program's climate in eight areas on a

Program Climate Questionnaire MO. Table 8 presents the eight

areas ranked in order by the REAP-UB students reflecting their

estimation of the strength of their programs. The rank of REAP-UB

in relation to the other twenty target programs, plus whether any

differences exist between it and the typical target program are

also noted.

TABLE 8

REAP-UPWARD BOUND Program Climate Characteristics

Measure Rank in Relation
(In order of rating to 21 Target Pro-

REAP-UB students) grams

1. Individuation

2. Autonomy 1

3. Supportiveness (self-concept) 3

4. Group Harmony 6

5. Flexibility

6. Warmth

7. Student Evaluation

8. Staff Harmony

PosarieTTINNEN
in Relation to Typ-
ical Tar et Programs

1 4. .001

< .001

< .002

7 < .02
5 Not significant

9 Not significant

10 Not significant

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Grade Point Average

Each UB student was matched in his high school with a student

of the same sex, age, and equal or nearly equal grade point average

(GPA). The teacher or guidance counselor making the selection was

urged to identify a student who was as "similar as possible" to

the UB student.
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The GPA were recorded for both the control and UB groups in

June and the following February. Table 9 shows how the changes

in GPA of REAP-UB and control students compare to the mean aver-

ages of the twenty target UPWARD BOUND prozrams that reported

GPA's.

As the table indicates not only is the GPA trend for the

twenty Target Programs downward, but the decrease for UB students

is greater than for the control students.

In contrast, for REAP-UB, the differences were significantly

positive,. And surpassed by only one of the other nineteen pro-

grams.

The-National pattern of reversion to old patterns of aca-

demic.performance -was expected as students returned to former

homes -and. schools.

The 'REAP -UBpattern of continued academic growth was cer-

tainly "'atypical. and' 'unexpected .based upon previous estimates of

the-effects-of" similar programs. nationally.

Iir terms-or the level -. of "risk" of the .REAP-UB student it

may-be-interesting to- note,..in Table 9r that their June GPA of

14.88-.:Wir01=11. lower...than-the-0n of 2419 for the Twenty Programs14.

.ThisexPA -of 2.EA1/4/13- ranks' fifteenth of the twenty 'program's, By

this-criterion REAP-UB 'students-represents in a ,sense -academic-

.These-students-further-increased ..thei-urisk""" by enrolling

--in-a-Treater mmiber-of . academic .Acourses....in their high...schools after

. glummer 'period, .than..their. counterparts in. - the control group.
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That over seventy percent (70%) of these students who gradu-

ated from the REAP-UB program went on to post-secondary education

seems clearly to support part of the primary objective of UB, "to

generate the skills and motivation for inadequately prepared sec-

ondary school students from low income backgrounds for success in

college."

How successfully these students fared in college is currently

being studied and will be assessed in future reports.

Drop-Out Rate

One of the effects of National UPWARD BOUND programs has been

to reduce the indicidence of UB students dropping out of school.

The data for the drop-out rate of the control students matched

with REAP-UB students are incomplete because some high schools re-

move the records from their files for these students. However,

the four percent (4%) drop-out rate of REAP-UB students is esti-

mated to be much less than conservative rates of drop-out for the

communities that REAP-UB serves such as Newark, New Brunswick,

Camden, etc.

Post-Secondary School Educational Plans

Table 10 compares the educational plans of REAP-UB students
to norms based on a large national sample of high school seniors

(Talent 1964).

The sum of the responses of 0, D, E, and F indicate that

REAP-UB students state that they are much more likely to continue

their education beyond secondary school than the national sample.
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TABLE 10

Post-Secondaryishool Educational Plans

Nat'1.(N=12,028) REAP-UB(N=119)

A. Won't finish high school
B. Graduate from high school only
C. Vocational, business school

or junior college

D. Some college

E. College graduation

F. Advanced college degree

G. No answer

1% 0%
26 8

21

10 73

27

15

0

37

81
17

91

29

3

Relation of Measures to Purposes

How the previously assessed measures are related to state-

ments of program characteristics in the Office of Economic Oppor-

tunity, Guidelines for UPWARD BOUND (0E0-UB) and the REAP-UPWARD

BCOND Proposal, is compared in the following analysis.

0E0 UB Guidelines REAP -UB Pur oaes

Assessment
Section

Reference

I. Staff members should H.
be willing to in-
volve students
directly in decisions
about his own educa-
tion.

To be able to explore
alternative roles of
satisfaction by using
rewards rather than
punishment and lessening
fear and self-doubts
that block consideration
of alternatives.

I. To be able to relate
learning in academic
subjects to personal
goals.

K. To be able to adapt to
college environment of
classes and campus°

Possibility
of college
Importance of
college

Self-responsi-
bility



I

0E0 - UB Guidelines

II. Provisions for
close and sub-
stantial indi-
vidual student
teacher contact.

III. Willingness to
engage the stu-
dent as partners
in learning.
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REAP-UB Purposes

Assessment
Section
Reference

D. Learn behaviors and skills
that will encourage teach-
ers to reinforce student
efforts to improve per-
formance regardless of
level at which they start.

M. To improve youngsters
interaction with teachers
so that youngsters be-
haviors elicit praise and
encouragement when they
and their teachers see
each other in a more
favorable light.

0. To be able to plan with
other students and teach-
ers and evaluate and dis-
cuss problems of mutual
concerns.

K. See K above.

B. To prize autonomy by the
successful voluntary
solving of problems.

J. To be able to maintain own
egos despite learning
habits that others wish
them to learn.

H. See H above.

0.
IV. For educational C.

reasons each
group of students
should be diverse
with regard to
background and
race and that pro- K.
grams with genuine
respect for this 0.
diversity are es-
pecially effective.

" 0

To perceive oneself as a-
unique individual by test-
ing out attitudes and
stereotypes towards other
students.

See K above.

" 0 it

Alienation
Warmth
Individuation

Warmth
Flexibility
Autonomy
Individuation

Interpersonal
flexibility

Autonomy
Group harmony
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0E0 UB Guidelines REAP -UB Pur

V. Develop non-
academic abil-
ities of organ-
izing, persuading
and cooperating.

VI. A major feature
of success is a
student's sense M.
that somebody per-
sonally cares
about him.

oses

Assessment
Section

Reference

E. Learning skills that favor
academic achievement.

L. Learn styles of thinking
that are creative rather
than restrictive.

N. Improve study habits and
skills.

0. See 0 above

J.

VII. That a student
with normal
functional in-
telligence can
with special en-
couragement and
increased motiva-
tion succeed in
future schooling.

VIII. Students need a
sharply improved
self-image.

II M

0. " 0

F. To be able to plan for
future and delay immedi-
ate gratification of
impulses.

A. To know many career alter-
natives available.

E. See E above.

I. "

J. " J

X. " K "

G. Develop feelings of
self-worth.

J. See J above.

C. " C

.Individuation
Autonomy

Individuation
Warmth
Alienation

Future
orientation

Possibility
of college

Self-evalua-
tion of
intelligence

Academic
achievement
Motivation
for college

Self-concept

Self-esteem
Self-
evaluation
of intelli-
gence
Self-concept
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Discussion of Pro ram Effectiveness

"An observer of different UB programs is quickly struck by

the variety in approach among programs, the issue is not

'Which program is best?' but rather 'Which programs are more

effective with certain kinds of students?"' (Hunt, Hardt, Nov.

1966, p.5)

Two dimensions were used to determine the degree of matching

of programs and students. One was the type of program classified

as either structured or flexible. The other dimension was the

predominant type of student in each program classified as low or

high conceptual level.

Program structure was determined by the PCQ ratings on the

Flexibility and Autonomy scales, because these two scales showed

a high relationship not only to each other on the PCQ but to site

visitor ratings (see Appendix A).

An index of Conceptual Level (CL) or interpersonal maturity

was obtained for each student on a Paragraph Completion Test

(Halverson 1964). Programs were independently classified as

having high CL or low CL students.

Low CL students because of their relatively
concrete orientation should function best
and be more likely to change when the program
approach is clearly structured, well organized,
and the students know what to expect. By
contrast high CL students who are more in-
quiring and more independent, should function
best and be more likely to change in a reflec-
tive environment which is more flexibly attuned
to their independent orientation (Hunt and
Hardt, 1966, pa).

Positive growth on the Primary change measures were analyzed

according to program structure alone, student CL alone, and the

match between program structure and CL. The results of the
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analysis were that (1.) students liked matched rather than mis-

matched programs and (2) the greatest positive changes in at-

titudes on the Primary change measures were much more likely to

occur in matched than in mismatched programs,

In Table 11 READ-UB is one of the five Flexible-High CL,

matched programs.

TABLE 11

Classification of Program Matching by
Program Structure and Student Conceptual Level

Flexibility Classification
Student Autonomy of Number of ProgramsCL Rating Rating Program in this Category

Low Low Structured-Low CL 4
MATCHED

High High Flexible-High CL 5
MATCHED

High Low Structured-High CL 7
MIS-MATCHED

Low High Flexible-Low CL 5
MIS-MATCHED

z
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EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATES, INC.

Consultants to the Office of Economic Opportunity for UPWARD
1717 MASSACHUSETTS AVE NW WASHINGTON DC 20036 BOUND

PHONE 202-483-2600

Mr. Laurence Hopp
Project Director, UPWARD BOUND
Rutgers, the State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Dear Mr. Hopp:

November 13, 1967

Your program was visited this summer by Dr. William Goldsmith
of Brandeis University. You may be interested in some of his
impressions as they were transmitted to us in his site visit
report.

Dr. Goldsmith described your program as imaginative, solidly
academic, and successfully inspiring all, or nearly all of its
participants to seek college admission. Your staff was strong,
and particular commendation was given to the work of Dr. Solomon
Gordon. Relationships with the sponsoring institutions were
healthy, and your efforts to find places and funds for these
students in Rutgers, Douglass, and elsewhere was applauded.
In short he described Rutgers' UPWARD BOUND as the best program
that sheer money can buy."

My own impressions of your program, were, as I have told you,

very favorable. The intimate knowledge of each youngster which
was shared by you and your staff, and the systematic efforts
which were being made to cope with individual problems through
more efficient staff utilization were noteworthy. I am sure
that as your program continues, you will be able to solve some
of the problems which have beset you, and will succeed in
developing an academic curriculum which exposes the students to
the exciting range and depth of intellectual experiences that
a good liberal arts college promises.



Laurence Hopp
Page 2
November 13, 1967

At the present time, we do not have a report from the winter
site visitor. When it arrives, I will communicate its contents
to you.

May continued success in UPWARD BOUND be yours.

WJM:llf

Sincerely yours,

William J. Murphy
Executive Assistant
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REAVOOrkYri BOUND STAFF

Laurence Hopp - Director
Joseph Patterson - Asst. Director

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS

Walter Buist - New Brunswick
Helen Couphos - New Brunswick
Rollin Cunningham Camden
Donald Evans - Princeton
Edward Faltisco - Perth Amboy
Bernard Fein - Camden
Joan Langston - Carteret
Udar Mahal Piscataway
Sylvia Oettle ft Woodbridge
Robert Rankin ar. Lakewood

Robert Rudy - West Side (Newark)
Irving Schwartzbach West Side (Newark)

Joan Shenoy J. P. Stevens (Edison)
Gregory Vaniscak Franklin

196 .68

Laurence Hopp - Director
Irving Schwartzbach - Asst. Director

HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS

Walter Buist - New Brunswick
Michael Cerrone » Woodbridge
Edward Faltisco - Perth Amboy
Earl Farrow - J. P. Stevens (Edison)
Bernard Fein - Camden
Ronald Horowitz - Princeton
Udar Mahal - Piscataway
Maria Mustillo - South Brunswick
Robert Rankin - Lakewood
Robert Rudy - West Side (Newark)
Adrienne Thayer - Carteret
Robert Williams - Franklin

Sol Gordon - Psychologist, Yeshiva
Joyce Grady - Soc.Work, Rutgers
Rudolf Mueller - Phys.Ed., Rutgers

Elaine Rueben Soc.Work, Montclair
Joan Snyder - Art, Rutgers

Joyce Counties - Phys.Ed., Piscataway
Judith Gordon - Soc.Work, Midd. Co.

Mental Health Clinic
Stemie Mustakis - Typing, Franklin
Diane Paulik Home Ec., Edison
Karen Yonko Busad., Perth Amboy

Leonard Blank Psychologist, Rutgers
Sol Gordon 4. Psychologist, Yeshiva
Jerry Manheim - Math, Univ. of Michigan
Barbara Munson - English, Rutgers
Owen Shapiro - Art, Michigan
Sam Brown - Phys.Ed., Rutgers
Edward Colby - Science, Massachusetts
Mel Lang - Dir. of Research, Glassboro,

Rutgers

Delores Barron - Program Assoc.,
REAP.41B

Judith Gordon - Socaork, Midd.
Mental Health Clinic

Karen Yonko m. Typing, Perth Amboy
Fred Clark - Evaluation, Piscataway
Catherine DeMara - Evaluation,

Piscataway
Celeste Hunter - Phys.Ed., E. Brunswick
Seymour Krevsky Physician, Detroit
Linda Solomon - Music, Folkway Records
Shirley Strother Nurse,. Westfield

Bruce Tapper - Admin.Aide Somerville



PARTICIPATING SCHOOL DISTRICTS

NEWARK Frank Titus, Superintendent
West Side Charles Brodsky, Principal

Alice Norton, Guidance

NEW BRUNSWICK Morris Epps, Superintendent
Williard Lindstrom, Principal
Eleanor Hawk, Guidance

PERTH AMBOY Anthony Ceres, Superintendent
Michael E. Stofega, Principal
George Zupko, Guidance

CARTERET Robert T. O'Donnell, Superintendent
Douglass King, Principal
Clare Monahan, Guidance

WOODBRIDGE Patrick Boylan, Superintendent
Louis Gabriel, Principal
Margaret Henricksen, Guidance

PISCATAVIAY Theodore Schor, Superintendent
Robert Andrus, Principal
Zoltan Morvey, Guidance

LAKEWOOD Hilman Harker, Superintendent
Joseph G. Mayer, Principal
Gerald Michelson, Guidance

PRINCETON John McKenna, Superintendent
Kenneth Michael, Principal
George Petril].a, Guidance

TRENTON Richard T. Beck, Superintendent
William Walker, Principal
Edward Christian, Guidance

CAMDEN Anthony Catrambone, Superintendent
Chester Koppenhaver, Principal
Thomas Yager, Guidance

FRANKLIN TV/P. Phillip Mancinelli, Act. Supt.
Harry Steiner, Principal
Eugene B. MacDonald, Guidance

SOUTH BRUNSWICK James Kimple, Superintendent
Walter W. Chesner, Principal
Steven Bodnarchuk, Guidance

EDISON Joseph M. Ruggieri, Superintendent
J. P. Stevens Harold R. Alley, Principal

Jack McGowan, Guidance



PROJECT CONSULTANTS

Marvin Bressler, Princeton University

Herman Cohen, Glassboro State College

Catherine DeMara, Piscataway, New Jersey

Muriel Flynn, S.M.

Herbert Gerjuoy, E.T.S.

Sol Gordon, Yeshiva University

Albert Kievan, University of Maryland

Manny Kurzberg, JOHNSON & JOHNSON, Inc.

Seymour Lemeshaw, Jersey City State College

Judith Levay, New York University

James Raths, University of Maryland

Louis E. Raths, Newark State College

Fred Rivkin, River Rouge, Michigan

John C. Robertson, New York University

Stanley Soles, San Francisco State College
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM CORPORATIONS

1966-67

United Community Corporation Dr. L. Sylvester Odum
Newark, New Jersey

Middlesex County Economic
Opportunity Corporation

New Brunswick, New Jersey

Mr. Milton Zatinsky

O.C.E.A.N., Inc. Lt. Col. Robert L. Tarver
Toms River, New Jersey

Camden Economic Opportunity, Inc. Mr. David Tabor
Camden, New Jersey

Somerset Economic Opportunity
Corporation

Somerville, New Jersey

No Director

United ProgresslInc. Mr. Donald Cogsville
Trenton, New Jersey
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CO! ;'INUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Lt. Col. Robert Tarver
Toms River, New Jersey

Quinne Mincey (Mrs.)
Lakewood, New Jersey

George Zupko
Perth, Amboy, New Jersey

Viola O'Neal
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Stephen Raciti
Piscataway, New Jersey

Mary Carey
Pennsauken, New Jersey

Andrew Washington
Newark, New Jersey

Bernice Brown
Newark, New Jersey

Carrie Lewis
Newark, New Jersey

Virgil Williams (Mrs.)
Somerset, New Jersey

Wilson Parago
Princeton, New Jersey

Clarence Brown
Lakewood, New Jersey

Bilonda Wilson
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Prank Sinatra
Perth. Amboy, New Jersey

Gloria Taylor
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Zoltan Morvey
Piscataway, New Jersey

Christine Green
So. Plainfield, New Jersey

Gladys Dickinson
Newark, New Jersey

Ruth Turner
Newark, New Jersey

Bertha Martin
Somerset, New Jersey

Estelle Johnson
Princeton, New Jersey



RUTGERS THE STATE UNIVERSITY

Rutgers Educational Action Programs 433 George StreetREAP UPWARD BOUND New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901
Tel. (201) 2474166, Ext. 6687

Dear Colleague:

We would like to share with you the enclosed report, "Assess-ment of UPWARD BOUND, Rutgers Educational Action Programs, "'
(REAP-UB).

The assessment contains the following findings:

A. Our students: (1) come from large high schools, (2) drop-out of sdhool, a1 a much lower rate than they previously considered,and (3) are academically "riskier" than typical students in UB.

B. students families: (1) are larger than the averageU.S. fami y, areMirrEfict (mother and father both living
with student), (3) have a greater maternal influence, (4) have alower than high school educational level than typical U.S. fam-ilies, and (5) are highly enthusiastic towards their child's par-ticipation in REAP-UB.

O. The motivations and attitudes of the students, during the
summer, inoreaseriTinitroantly in: (1) motivation for college,(2) importance of college graduation, (3) possibility of attending
college, (4) self-evaluation of intelligence, (5) interpersonalunderstanding and flexibility, (6) estimation of self-esteem and
sense of adequacy, (7) internal control or self-responsibility,
and (8) perception of alienation from society. No significant
positive change was found for the measure of (9) future orienta-
tion or the degree to which a student accepts, delays or gratifieshis goals.

During the academic year period following the summer programa significant decrease was noted for measures (2) and (3).

D. The outstandi : characteristics of the REAP-UB ro, amas rated e s yen s were n r= or sr sens v tyo v ua s, (2) encouragement of student autonomy, (3) support-iveness for promotion of self-concept, (4) group harmony among
students, and (5) flexibility in dealing with student-programproblems.
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Program characteristics which did not differ significantlyfrom other UB programs rated were, (6) acceptance and warmth,
(7) student general evaluation of the program, and (8) staff
harmony.

E. The academic achievement of REAP-UB students in their highschoOsdaingThe semester following their summer experience was
significantly positive and was markedly greater than the nationalpattern of UB programs.

F. REAP-UB was classified as one of the nine "matched pro-grams," that s, the program structure was appropriate and effec-tive for the kinds of students in the program.

We are grateful for the help provided by the many organiza-tions and persons referred to in the appendices and welcome yourcontinued assistance and inquiries.

Cordially,

Melvin Lang, Di ector

tooe

Research and Evaluation

bd


